Founded in 1973, CSSP represents over a million scientists and serves as:

- the premier resource for national science leadership development,
- a trusted voice in support of science, and
- the all-inclusive forum for critical conversations about national science policy.

Council of Scientific Society Presidents

...uniquely represents the breadth of science and engineering research disciplines.

...advances leadership in science and technology.

...promotes policies and programs to ensure a bright future for science.

www.SciencePresidents.org
1155 16th Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20036
254-776-3550
membership@SciencePresidents.org

PARTICIPATE IN WORKSHOPS

CSSP workshops offer transformative opportunities for current and rising leaders in scientific and professional societies to:

- learn from scientific pioneers, top political and thought leaders, and leadership experts, and
- exchange experiences about best practices for scientific societies.
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**Impact Science with CSSP**

**Designed:**
- Office of Science Technology Policy
- Office of Science Advisor to the Secretary of State

**Led movement to establish:**
- Advanced Research Projects Agency - Energy Office

**Organized:**
- The Carl Wieman (OSTP Director) Educational Leadership Workshop
- The World Science Summit on Climate Engineering
- Kavli Lectures on Frontiers in Science

---

**Honors & Awards**

**Support of Science Award**

Recognizes outstanding and dedicated support of U.S. science.

---

**Carl Sagan Award for Public Appreciation of Science**

Honors researchers and/or educators recognized for increasing public appreciation of science.

---

**Leadership Citation**

Honors individuals for leadership and achievements in science.

---

**Educational Research Award**

Recognizes educational research that significantly impacts children’s learning and understanding.

---

**CSSP Offers Opportunities**

- Enhance leadership skills.
- Cultivate an enduring network of national leaders.
- Engage in a dynamic forum for open exchange of ideas about science and science policy.
- Contribute to the credible voice for science policy in government and industry.

---

**JOIN US AT CSSP**

...the preeminent scientific society convening science leaders to:

- identify and act upon emerging issues in science,
- strengthen leadership skills of science society presidents, and
- work towards shaping the nation’s science policy.